Tool List
for
Local Union No. 112, I. B. E. W.

Journeyman Wireman shall provide themselves with the following tools:

- Tool belt & tool pouch
- 1 electrician hammer
- 2 pair channelocks
- Hacksaw frame
- Electrician’s knife
- 600 volt pouch type voltage tester
- Pencil
- 1 torpedo level
- Wire Strippers
- 1 pair needle nose pliers
- 1 pair side cutting dikes
- Tool box
- 1 pair side cutting pliers
- Current NEC book
- Awl or center punch
- #2 lock recess driver
- Seven piece spin tites set up to 1/2"
- Allen wrenches up to 3/8"
- Combination Square
- Protractor / angle finder
- Up to seven screwdrivers, multi-bit drivers may be included
- 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” and 9/16” combination wrenches
- Steel tape, 25’ or less, in addition a wood rule is okay

“No Dog” levels and pocket type calculators are acceptable, but not required.
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